.25 NORTH AMERICAN ARMS - NEW CARTRIDGE FOR MINI-PISTOLS
A first look from the designer of this formidable little round
By J.B. Wood

For those who joined us recently and perhaps missed my first article on the .25/.32
cartridge (GUNWORLD, June 2002), let's begin with a little background material: I designed
the cartridge in late 1999. Essentially, it was the .32 Auto necked down to .25 caliber. The
forming and loading tools came from RCBS and the chambering reamer from Clymer. The .25
liner for my old 1908 Savage pistol came from Phoenix Arms. The load was worked up by
Dave Emary at Hornady, 2.6 to 2.7 grains of Herco with a 35-grain Hornady XTP hollowpoint.
Velocity was around 1,050 foot-seconds, and the little bullets expanded to a range of .360 to
.412 of an inch!
I had, it seems, actually created something useful. I showed it to Sandy Chisholm and
Ken Friel of North American Arms, and the rest, as they say, is history. They decided to offer it
in their neat little Guardian pistol, and I converted one, experiment-ally, to my .25/.32
chambering. Cor-Bon agreed to produce the cartridge.
Then (as always!) there was a problem. While the round fed perfectly during firing, initial
loading (pulling the slide back and letting it go) sometimes caused the top round of a full
magazine to tip over, causing a jam. Several factors
were involved here-the semi-rim .32 case, the very
short main body of the cartridge, and the angle of
the Guardian magazine.
At this point, North American wisely
consulted noted ballistician Ed Sanow and the
wizards at Cor-Bon. Using longer, uncut .32 Auto
brass, they moved the shoulder further up the case
and also made the case head rimless. The more
stable case also had more powder capacity. Thus,
the .25 NAA was born.

It's a much better cartridge than my original
round, which I can now call the .25/.32 JBW The
.25 NAA moves out at 1,200 foot-seconds, and the
energy figure is 112 foot-pounds. In a "heavy
clothes" test (four layers of denim), Mr. Sanow got
gelatin penetration of 10 inches. Average bullet
expansion was .360 of an inch.
The Guardian pistol is made with the usual
NAA precision in stainless steel. For those who
haven't handled one, it is small, flat and has a DAO
trigger system. The pivoting hammer is visible at
the rear. After you are accustomed to it, you can
judge the release point and use the small sights.
The surface of the trigger is rounded and smooth.
On the Lyman Electronic Gauge, the easy
trigger pull of my pistol averaged 10 pounds. The
push-button magazine release is low profile and is
well shielded by the grip panel. The magazine holds
six rounds, and it has numbered holes on the right
side. Grips are black polymer, with a pebbled
surface. Overall, the fit and finish are superb.
The serial number of my pistol is 00003.
Well, OK, the originator of the cartridge did get a
little special treatment. A few days ago, when I took
it out to the range, I had only 20 rounds of the new
cartridge. The Cor-Bon cases are headstamped
"C-B" and "25 NAA." On firing, the felt recoil was
more than a regular .25 Auto but less than a .32
Auto.
From a casual rest, it consistently put three
rounds in the black of a standard target at 15 yards.
The best group measured 2 3/4 inches-not bad at
all for a small pistol with a DAO trigger system. The
functioning was perfect, no problems of any sort. As
I have commented before, bottlenecked rounds
usually have no feeding problems.
An aside that may be of interest to some: In
my old Savage Model 1908, the original test pistol,
the .25/.32 JBW round still works flawlessly. I think
the magazine angle is the key to this. Incidentally,
that pistol has made a trip to Robar. It now has
Roguard on the main parts and NP3 on the smaller
ones. Robbie Barrkman and Tadd Hatch did their
usual fine job.

Getting back to the .25 NAA -- it matches or exceeds the effective performance of the
.32 Auto, and it does it with less felt recoil. Bullet expansion is very consistent and reaches
impressive diameters. Thanks to the new cartridge design, feeding is perfect. For a law
enforcement backup piece or for licensed civilian carry, the Guardian in .25 NAA could become
an ideal choice. As the cartridge originator, I am amazed.
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